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As shown in the Groundswell report, climate change is becoming an emergent economic, social,
and existential threat to human beings worldwide.

Natural variations in the earth’s climate have been accompanying man’s environment since
his origins, and it is believed that catastrophic climate changes could have played an important
role on his evolution.

A climate change can be regarded as a critical shift challenging both complex civilized and
developing societies, with paramount effects, such as social disruption and political
collapse.1

The assessment of possible future ecologically critical climate conditions requires the study of
current and past climate changes from the specific point of view of human adaptation.2 Genetic
evolutionary properties and behavioral adaptations allow species to go on living in their
ecological and geographical contexts, with geneticmutations, phenotypic plasticity, or epigenetic
mechanisms being established in order to avoid negative or catastrophic impacts due to
environmental changes. Both genotype and phenotype respond to gradients of climatic prop-
erties and can be considered as evolutionary shelters.

Populations are spreading, concentrating, and migrating from one territory to another in an
effort to adapt in different geographical areas. Migration may be an attempt at dealing with
climate changes: when living beings perceive they are losing fitness and health, they are forced to
move to other ecosystems.

Human mind is a highly integrated, coherent, sentient, and proactive information system.
Doubtless, it provides an evolutionary advantage in complex and sometimes rapidly shifting
environments. The adaptive capacity of individuals, communities, and health systems can
manage the increase in frequency and intensity of extreme weather and climate events, and
mitigate the burden of climate-sensitive health consequences. This adaptive plasticity and coping
ability may function differently or be altered when a drastic environmental change occurs, as if a
tipping point were reached.

Vulnerability and resilience to climate changes are broad, flexible, and complex phenom-
ena with internal factors related to environmental, physical, economic, and social aspects. At
the group level, there are populations exhibiting a degree of vulnerability due to their
geographical position (eg, those on the coasts, those subjected to hurricane activity, those
living in areas subjected to heat waves). Other populations can carry out climate-sensitive
activities like agriculture, aquaculture, fishing, pasture, or relay on natural resources and
ecosystems as their livelihood. Groups linked to vulnerable conditions include demographic
subpopulations such as women, children, and elderly, as well as people with pre-existing
medical conditions, disabled individuals, migrants and refugees, minorities, occupational
groups with direct exposure to climate changes or disasters (eg, field workers, emergency first
responders),3 people with mental illness, and the homeless category. Poverty in general is an
important aspect of vulnerability, as it is directly associated with limited access to resources.
Disadvantaged countries are primarily those bearing and cumulating environmental bur-
dens, pollution, and risks of climate changes with reduced capacity of adaptation. In addition,
climate change may also impact on entire communities with limited access to resources and
poor adaptive capacity to protect themselves, as these aspects are associated with the risk of
negative mental health outcomes.

On the other hand, resilience includes strategies for the management of climate change and
disasters, analysis of threats, risk and vulnerability processes, as well as strategies for imple-
menting culture and community awareness, growth and transformation, taking into account
types of social structure and personality, resources, power, and agency. At the individual level,
resilience depends on inherited biological and psychological factors involving personal history,
skills, experiences, active choices, social context, and occurrence of adverse events. Commu-
nities show different resilience aspects, as compared with individuals or small groups (eg,
families). Climate change manifests itself through natural phenomena and disasters, but such
events are likely to be perceived as human-caused events, thus making harder to accept them
and move on. This consideration plays a crucial role in perceived responsibility and
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accountability and, therefore, in motivation to adaptation. The
World Health Organization (WHO) has defined climate change
as one of the greatest health threats of the 21st century.4 Mental
health adjustment to climate change is not just an individual
problem, but also a collective issue. So far as it is understood
today, the impact of climate change on mental health can arise
both directly and indirectly. The direct effects on mental health
may occur rapidly, usually from extreme weather events and
natural disasters, or gradually appear as slowly progressive, but
not necessarily perceived as life-threatening (eg, changing tem-
perature and rising sea levels). Moreover, climate change can have
an impact on individuals and communities that are not directly
affected by such distress, including emotional and affective
responses which can result not from trauma, but rather from
the simple observation and ascertainment of climate change
effects worldwide.5

Mental health effects of climate change range from minimal
stress and distress symptoms to clinical disorders.We can identify
mental disorders such as acute stress disorders or post-traumatic
stress disorders (PTSDs), depression, anxiety, and loss of identity.
Many exposed people exhibit increased substance/alcohol abuse
and suicidal thoughts.6,7 Effects can be delayed and may also
persist for several years by affecting whole communities even in
broader areas.8 Extreme weather events such as wildfires, torna-
does, hurricanes, storms, floods, and droughts can lead to PTSD,
depression, anxiety, hostile and violent behaviors, adjustment
disorders, paranoia, physiological hyperarousal, chronic dissoci-
ation, detachment and cognitive symptoms, poor quality of sleep,
general mental health problems, increased domestic violence,
alcohol and substance abuse, increase in psychosomatic illnesses,
and suicide rate.7

In some studies, the association between climatic events and
mental disorders has been described through the introduction of
new terms like ecoanxiety, ecoguilt, ecoparalysis, ecological grief,
and solastalgia. These concerns about the health state of biosphere
(eg, watching the slow and seemingly irrevocable impact of eco-
logical unbalance, feeling frustration due to an inability to cope
with climate change, and anxiety concerning the future of later
generations) are now experienced more keenly as people are glob-
ally immersed in the information and communication about it.9

There are no specific references to mental disorders related to
climate change in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders-510 and in International Classification of Diseases
(ICD)-10, and they are not expected in ICD-11.

Conclusions

The pressure of climate change will possibly lead to forms ofmental
distress, climate-related mental disorders, and to new patterns of
adaptation or adjustment disorders. Reactions to extreme weather
events are similar to traumas from natural disasters. Long-term
changes are more challenging. WHO has already identified vul-
nerable groups and conditions. A scientific approach is needed to
find the adequate tools and technologies to protect mental health
from the consequences of climate change.
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